
DINA-SE Steering Group Meeting 
 
12. December 2016 

 

 

Attendants: Markus Englund, Lisa Sundström, Claes Persson, Fredrik Ronquist, Niklas 
Wahlberg, Per Lekholm, Monika Myrdal, Christian Isenvadh, Stefan Daume 

 

 
 

1.        Val av mötesordförande och sekreterare.  

 Chair: Fredrik Ronquist 

 Secretary: Stefan Daume  
 

2.        Godkännande av dagordning  

 Agenda: confirmed. 

 
3.        Föregående mötesprotokoll  

 Meeting notes from the previous meeting are accepted without additions.  

 

4.        Ny projektledare för DINA-IRIS på NRM (Fredrik och Stefan)  

 Stefan Daume introduced himself as new DINA project manager. His current 

temporary assignment ends by 31.12.2016, in January he will start his 

permanent position as DINA project manager. 

 
5.        Samarbetsavtal DINA-SE-gruppen, skiss (Fredrik; se bilaga)  

 Fredrik attached a “Samarbetsavtal” for DINA-SE with his invitation to the 

meeting.  

 It was created with help from Johan Bodegård (NRM) and partly based on the 

DINA International consortium Memorandum of Cooperation. 

 Comments: the attendants stated that it is positive to formalize (Per) and 

confirm (Monika) the current collaboration in the DINA-SE in this form.  

 Next steps: 

o Attendants agreed to consult their respective organizational leaderships 

on the draft agreement, collect input and then discuss again at the next 

steering group meeting.  
o As a final step a legal expert should check the validity of the agreement.   

 

6.        Förvaltningsplan för DINA-SE; arbetsgrupp, arbetsplan (Stefan)  

 It was agreed to build a group consisting initially of Stefan and Christian to start 
work on a plan for operating the DINA-Web infrastructure. Later this group will 

additionally be joined by Niklas, Monika and a representative from GB 

Herbarium. 



 The objective is to create a template plan, that could be reused for local 

instantiations of the DINA infrastructure.  

 

7.        Planering av DINA-Artdatabanksprojektet (Fredrik, Stefan, Niklas)  

 It was approved that 20% of funding will go to Lund. Stefan will integrate this 

into the DINA planning. A face-to-face meeting will be organized (ideally early 

February 2017) in Lund.  

 Markus briefly reported on his investigation into “Kulturnav”. Markus will 
explore some sample data and distribute his findings in separate notes. 

  

8.        Migreringsarbetet – uppdatering (Kevin, Markus E, Lisa):  

 NRM: all Specify migrations have now been put on hold. Several problems were 
identified and given progress in DINA-Web it was concluded that new migration 

projects via Specify are not worthwhile. However, the investment in already 

completed migrations is not lost and should be helpful when migrating those 
collections to DINA-Web. 

 GNM: this work continues with good progress and is run by Kevin Holston 

 GB Herbarium: it was agreed to postpone further migrations to Specify for a 

later direct migration to DINA-Web.   

 
9.        Arbetet med DINA-Web (Stefan)  

 The current work concentrates on the finalization of a common data model, the 

decision on a taxonomy module and the development of the collection 
management UI. 

o Data model: an extensive requirements gathering and data model 

assessment at NRM has just been completed, which should lead to a 

finalization of the official DINA data model. This exercise should be 
repeated in all partner organizations and Markus, Lisa and Kevin will 

contact partners at the respective institutions to plan this. 

o A taxonomy module based on GBIF ChecklistBank is currently under 
evaluation in order to decide on this option as the official DINA 

taxonomy module reference implementation. This work continues. 

o UI development is currently delayed as the main consultant developer 

working on this has left. 

 The current project plan is being reworked for next year’s planning. The current 

one can be sent out on request, and updated one will follow next year. 

 
10.        Fysiskt möte mellan DINA-SE-medlemmarna (Fredrik, Stefan)  

 There should be a face-to-face meeting of the DINA-SE steering group in the 

spring.  

 A meeting before or after the Digikult conference at the end of March in 
Göteborg was named as an option. 

 Stefan was asked to propose a date.   



 

11.        Övriga frågor  

 Fredrik will try to obtain information from VR on a possible new digitization 

proposal.  

 A GBIF project assistant will join the NRM team in the new year. 

 

12.        Nästa möte  

 21.02.2017 
 


